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An improved Monte Carlo method for direct calculation of the density
of states

M. Scott Shell,a) Pablo G. Debenedetti,b) and Athanassios Z. Panagiotopoulosc)

Department of Chemical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544

~Received 9 May 2003; accepted 13 August 2003!

We present an efficient Monte Carlo algorithm for determining the density of states which is based
on the statistics of transition probabilities between states. By measuring the infinite temperature
transition probabilities—that is, the probabilities associated with moveproposalonly—we are able
to extract excellent estimates of the density of states. When this estimator is used in conjunction
with a Wang–Landau sampling scheme@F. Wang and D. P. Landau, Phys. Rev. Lett.86, 2050
~2001!#, we quickly achieve uniform sampling of macrostates~e.g., energies! and systematically
refine the calculated density of states. This approach requires only potential energy evaluations,
continues to improve the statistical quality of its results as the simulation time is extended, and is
applicable to both lattice and continuum systems. We test the algorithm on the Lennard-Jones liquid
and demonstrate good statistical convergence properties. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1615966#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the 50 years since it was first introduced,1 the Monte
Carlo ~MC! method has become one of the primary tools
the simulation of materials and the prediction of their pro
erties. MC simulations are widely used and a signific
number of methodological improvements now exist for e
cient and accurate studies of systems which are other
intractable with the traditional Metropolis sampling.2,3 Ex-
amples include high-density or low-temperature liquid
network-forming fluids, polymers, and proteins, for whic
the simulated system is prone to becoming trapped in po
tial energy minima for large numbers of simulation steps

A number of these extended MC methods solve the
godicity problem by forcing a broad sampling of pha
space; included in this category are parallel tempering,4 mul-
ticanonical methods,5 and the more recent Wang–Landa
~WL! algorithm.6 The latter two achieve broad phase spa
sampling by attempting to produce a uniform distribution
one or more macroscopic observables, such as numbe
particles, volume, and potential energy. To arrive at suc
distribution, each microstate of the system must be sam
with a probability inversely proportional to the degenera
of the corresponding macroscopic observable. Thus whe
implicitly ~as part of a state weight! or explicitly ~through
direct calculation!, these methods must determine the dens
of states,V. Of course,V contains a complete thermody
namic description of the system via Boltzmann’s equatio

S~N,V,E!5k ln V~N,V,E!. ~1.1!

Clearly, the density of states is not known prior to the sim
lation but must be successively approximated during
course. The multicanonical approach iteratively updates

a!Electronic mail: shell@princeton.edu
b!Electronic mail: pdebene@princeton.edu
c!Electronic mail: azp@princeton.edu
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estimate for weights~which includeV! from histogram re-
sults of several pre-production runs; once the density
states is reasonably converged, it and histogram data fro
final long simulation interval are ‘‘reweighted’’ to determin
properties at the state conditions of interest.5,7 In the WL
scheme, microstates are explicitly sampled with the proba
ity V21 and the density of states is modified at every sim
lation step;6 for each visited state, the corresponding value
V is scaled by the modification factor,f . In this way, the
density of states is designed to converge to its correct va
when macroscopic properties are sampled uniformly. Ho
ever, to eliminatef fluctuations in the final result, a schedu
must be imposed in whichf changes from an initially large
value ~say, f 'e) to nearly unity. Often, this schedule i
implemented by maintaining a histogram of visited stat
and when the bin with the fewest entries is no less than 8
of the average bin~i.e., when the histogram is sufficientl
flat!, f is changed according tof new5Af old and the histogram
is reset.

The WL algorithm has received much attention late
perhaps due to its straightforward implementation and w
applicability, and a number of methodological variants ha
been proposed, including multibondic,8 N-fold way,9 and
quantum10 extensions. Of relevance to continuum system
Yan and de Pablo11 noticed two deficiencies of the WL
method: estimates of the density of states reach a limi
statistical accuracy which is not improved with further M
steps, and the large number of configurations generated
wards the end of the simulation make only a small contrib
tion to the calculated density of states. They proposed
variants in which estimates of temperature improve the c
vergence of the density of states relative to the origi
method.11 Both of these, however, must be formulated sp
cifically for the relevant macroscopic parameter~the authors
originally discussed only energy in this regard!. Furthermore,
their configurational temperature method requires first a
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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9407J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 18, 8 November 2003 Direct calculation of the density of states
second derivatives of the potential energy, which limits it
systems with continuous potentials and, practically speak
excludes those for which such calculations are computat
ally expensive.

Here we present a MC implementation for directly d
termining the density of states of a system, which we beli
is superior to the original WL algorithm while retainin
much of its generality. A reformulation of the Wang–Land
approach,12 this implementation is based on the ideas of tra
sition matrix MC methods: the calculations utilize a reco
of proposed transitions between, rather than visits to, var
macrostates.13–24 Our method builds on the ideas of Ref. 1
in that we supplement the normal WL sampling scheme w
this additional data collection, which ultimately produc
density of states estimates of higher statistical quality t
the WL estimates. In this paper we show that our metho
~1! general—applicable to lattice and continuum systems;~2!
robust—continuously improves its estimate for the density
states, regardless of a particular modification factor sched
~3! simple—requires only potential energy evaluations;~4!
efficient—uses all collected information during the course
a simulation; and~5! accurate—produces density of stat
estimates of higher statistical quality than the WL method
a given number of simulation steps.

In what follows we first outline the theoretical basis f
transition matrix calculations and review a previous meth
based wholly on transition probabilities.15,20–22 We then
present our implementation, which combines transition m
trix ideas with Wang–Landau sampling, and discuss its
vantages relative to both the WL and transition matrix f
mulations alone. Finally, we proceed to discuss results fo
set of test cases.

II. THEORETICAL BASIS

We begin by considering the transition probability
moving from macrostateI to J given that the system is cur
rently in I , which we denote byT(I→J). This derivation
applies generally to any well-defined macrostate; in t
work, however, we useI andJ to denote energy levels.~We
refer the reader to Refs. 23 and 24 which demonstrate the
of transition probabilities with a different macrostate va
able.! The expression forT(I→J) in terms of the corre-
sponding microstate transition probabilities is then

T~ I→J!5V~ I !21(
i

(
j

t~ i→ j !d i I d jJ , ~2.1!

where the sums extend over all microstates,V(I ) gives the
degeneracy of macrostateI , t( i→ j ) is the probability that
the system will make a move from microstatei to j given
that it is currently in statei , and d i I ~equivalently,d jJ) is
defined such that

d i I 5H 1 if i PI ,

0 otherwise.
~2.2!

That is,d i I is one if and only if microstatei is a member of
macrostateI . Implicit in Eq. ~2.1! is the assumption of equa
a priori probability of microstates; the macrostate transiti
probability is simply the microcanonical average of all co
Downloaded 19 Jul 2004 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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responding microstate transition probabilities. According
the following results apply to any simulation procedu
which generates microcanonical averages according to
~2.1!. By dividing Eq.~2.1! by the corresponding expressio
for the reverse transition, we obtain an important relat
between the transition probabilities and density of states

T~ I→J!

T~J→I !
5

V~J!

V~ I ! S ( i( j t~ i→ j !d i I d jJ

( i( j t~ j→ i !d i I d jJ
D . ~2.3!

The microstate transition probabilityt( i→ j ) appearing in
these expressions is the product of two terms:a( i→ j ), the
probability of proposing a transition fromi to j , dependent
only on the type of MC move employed; andPacc( i→ j ), the
probability of accepting a proposed move fromi to j , depen-
dent on the state conditions of the particular statistical
semble. We consider the special case in which moves
strictly accepted,Pacc( i→ j )51, which corresponds to ca
nonical Metropolis-style sampling at infinite temperature25

Consequently, we denoteT`(I→J) as that corresponding to
strict move acceptance and will refer to it as an infinite te
perature transition probability. We note thatPacc( i→ j )51 is
not necessarily the infinite-T limit for all ensembles and
classes of simulation moves; however, in identifyingT`(I
→J) with the strict acceptance condition, this derivation
in fact quite general, regardless of the particular move ty
or ensemble used. The relationship among the infin
temperature macrostate transition probabilities is then

T`~ I→J!

T`~J→I !
5

V~J!

V~ I ! S ( i( ja~ i→ j !d i I d jJ

( i( ja~ j→ i !d i I d jJ
D . ~2.4!

Given the symmetry properties of a particular move ty
@i.e., the ratioa( i→ j )/a( j→ i )], this equation permits an
estimate of the density of states from knowledge of m
rostate transition probabilities. In the case of symme
moves witha( i→ j )5a( j→ i ), the term in parentheses i
Eq. ~2.4! drops out completely; examples of such moves
clude single-spin flips and single-particle displacements. I
important to considerT`(I→J) as the probability that a
move will beproposedfrom I to J. Thus, the collection of
T`(I→J) quantities gives a measure of the connectivity
macrostates for a given move type. Previous studies h
demonstrated that this type of information is statistically s
perior to histogram data,13,16,22and its use is central to ou
method.

Though the preceding derivation entails discrete m
rostates, the extension to off-lattice systems is conceptu
identical and thus relatively straightforward.22 Practically
speaking, however, one must impose a discretization sch
on any continuous macroscopic variables for the meas
ment of transition probabilities in a simulation. Because
this discretization, the microstate sampling scheme must
be discretized. For example, each configuration’s ene
must be assigned an effective value, the average energ
the corresponding bin, for use in the acceptance criter
Lack of congruence with the transition matrix discretizati
violates the microcanonical average in Eq.~2.1! and results
in systematic errors in the density of states.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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III. ALGORITHMIC DETAILS

To calculateV for a given system, two algorithmic in
gredients are necessary, as discussed by Oliveira,et al.:15 ~i!
a good way to measure macrostate degeneracies, terme
‘‘estimator,’’ and~ii ! broad sampling of phase space such t
all macrostates of interest are visited. The first condition
met by measurement of macrostate transition probabili
and use of Eq.~2.4!. One can estimate infinite-T transition
probabilities by recording moveproposalstatistics during the
course of a simulation, even though the acceptance of
moves may not correspond with the infinite-T condition.20–22

In other words, theT`(I→J) values can be determined u
ing any arbitrary sampling scheme forPacc( i→ j ) since they
depend only on the proposal probabilities contained ina( i
→ j ). The procedure involves adding 1 to a matrix en
C(I ,J) every time a move from macrostateI to J is pro-
posed. The estimate for the transition probability is

T̃`~ I→J!5C~ I ,J!Y (
K

C~ I ,K !, ~3.1!

where sum extends over all macrostates and tilde indic
the estimate. Once the infinite-T transition probabilities are
known, the density of states can be calculated from Eq.~2.4!.
In general, this is an over-specified problem since in a s
tem of N macrostates withN unknown values ofV ~more
accurately,N21 unknown relative values!, there areN(N
21)/2 such equations. In solving for the density of sta
given the transition probabilities, the easiest approach c
siders only neighboring states forN21 instances of Eq.
~2.4!. However, one can consider allN(N21)/2 equations
by minimizing the variance among the predicted values
ln V, as described by Ref. 22. DenotingS(I )5 ln V(I) and
H(I )5(KC(I ,K), one minimizes the total variance with re
spect to the valuesS(I ), where the variance is defined as

s tot
2 5(

I ,J

@S~ I !2S~J!1 ln T`~ I→J!/T`~J→I !#2

s IJ
2 ~3.2!

with

s IJ
2 5C~ I ,J!211H~ I !211C~J,I !211H~J!21. ~3.3!

Here, we use the number of entries in theC matrix to deter-
mine the weight of each estimate in the minimization pro
dure, assuming that var@C(I ,J)#}C(I ,J). In the solution to
these equations, one value of the density of states mus
fixed and the remaining can be solved by matrix inversio

The second condition for calculation of the density
states, broad phase space sampling, can be accomplish
using a uniform ensemble in which all macrostates are e
probable. In such an ensemble, the probability of a giv
microstate is inversely proportional to the density of states
the corresponding macrostate. Accordingly, the accepta
criterion for symmetric moves is

Pacc~ i→ j !5minS 1,
V~ I !

V~J! D . ~3.4!
Downloaded 19 Jul 2004 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Of course, the density of states which comes into play in t
expression is not knowna priori. A straightforward imple-
mentation of transition probabilities is possible by combini
Eq. ~2.4! with this acceptance criterion:22

Pacc~ i→ j !5minS 1,
T̃`~J→I !

T̃`~ I→J!
D . ~3.5!

With Eqs. ~3.1! and ~3.5!, one can immediately construct
complete MC procedure, an idea originally proposed by
iveira et al.15 and later generalized by Wang an
co-workers.20–22 The simulation is started withC(I ,J)50
for all I and J. Moves are then proposed and accept
rejected based on the acceptance criterion in Eq.~3.5!, and
after each such step, theC matrix is updated to reflect the
proposed move, regardless of whether or not it was accep
In this fashion, the approximationsT̃`(I→J) grow more ac-
curate and the distribution of sampled macrostates beco
increasingly more uniform. Here, it is important to note th
even though the actual acceptance probability is not tha
the infinite-T case, the estimates forT`(I→J) are con-
structed as ifPacc( i→ j )51 due to the way theC matrix is
updated. The density of states is never directly reference
this scheme. Instead, one is concerned only with the infin
T transition probabilities, and therefore need only maint
theC matrix. At the end of the simulation or at any interm
diate point, an estimate for density of states can be de
mined using Eq.~2.4!. This estimate improves as the numb
of steps in the simulation increases, and furthermore,
quality of the estimate can be assessed by the numbe
entries in eachC(I ,J).13 In this paper, we term this approac
the transition matrix~TM! method.

The procedure just described is essentially an itera
scheme for the solution of a set of nonlinear equations
scribing the density of states.20–22 In general, this is a prob-
lem for which convergence is not immediately obvious n
guaranteed. In particular, problems arise with the accepta
criterion in Eq.~3.5! early on in the simulation when nume
ous zeros exist in theC matrix; an estimateT̃`(I→J) is
ill-defined if either C(I ,J)50 or (KC(I ,K)50. Conse-
quently, for runs which probe large ranges ofV, the time
required for all macrostates to be initially visited can beco
extraordinarily long. In contrast, the Wang–Landau appro
forces the complete set of macrostates to be visited v
quickly at the beginning of the simulation, but lacks the a
curacy and continuous improvement in calculating the d
sity of states that the TM method exhibits.

Fortunately, one can combine the strengths of both al
rithms, an implementation that we denote as the WL–T
method. In this approach, we use the original accepta
criterion in Eq.~3.4! and update the density of states eve
move as in the WL method, usingV(I )← f 3V(I ) for the
state at the end of each MC step. In addition, we start wit
zeroedC matrix, as in the TM method, and record all pr
posed transitions during the entire schedule of modificat
factors ~i.e., theC matrix is never rezeroed, and therefo
contains information from the complete duration of the sim
lation!. Periodically, a completely new density of states
generated from the infinite temperature transition probab
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9409J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 18, 8 November 2003 Direct calculation of the density of states
ties via Eqs.~2.4! and ~3.1!—we call this ‘‘refreshing’’ the
density of states. In this way, the WL scheme quickly e
forces a broad distribution of macrostates, but the TM
freshing accelerates the convergence of the density of s
and hence speeds the modification factor schedule. In
latter portions of a simulation, the modification factor is
close to one that its effects onV are negligible. However, the
refreshing continuously improves the calculation since
statistics of theC matrix grow better with the number o
simulation steps. At this point, it is even feasible to switch
the bare TM scheme described by the acceptance criterio
Eq. ~3.5!. Therefore, the distinction between our approa
and the TM method is that we use the WL sampling sche
to guarantee convergence of the infinite-T transition prob-
abilities, whereas the latter method has no such guara
and might require a good initial estimate for its transiti
probabilities.20–22

It is important to note that the modification factor sche
ule in this hybrid scheme might be modified from the orig
nal WL approach. For the Lennard-Jones system, we h
found that the 80% ‘‘flat’’ histogram requirement for chang
to f can be relaxed significantly to the mere requirement t
each histogram bin have only one entry. Furthermore,
dates to the modification factor can be more dramatic, s
as lnf←0.1 ln f. These changes minimize the time that d
tailed balance is not obeyed, during which entries to theC
matrix might be biased due to violation of the microcano
cal average in Eq.~2.1!. As ln f approaches zero, updates
the infinite temperature transition probabilities grow mo
accurate. That is, the faster lnf approaches a near-zero valu
the more accurately the density of states estimate will
calculated from the transition probabilities. One might co
sider postponing entries in theC matrix and the refreshing o
the density of states until the first few stages of the mod
cation factor schedule have passed, during whichf @1. It is
also possible to refresh only once, at the end of the sim
tion, which is equivalent to the original WL algorithm wit
additional data collection~the transition matrix!. These op-
tions impart some flexibility to the WL–TM approach, to b
tailored to the specific system of interest~for the Lennard-
Jones system, which converges relatively fast, we have fo
little difference among them in our tests!.

IV. TEST CASES

We have tested these algorithms on the 110-part
Lennard-Jones system at reduced densityr50.88. We cut
the potential at 2.5s and apply the long-range ta
correction,2 and we tabulate the transition probabilities f
the energy range2700e to 2500e, discretized into 100
bins. We reject moves which would take the system out
this energy range and accordingly update the transition
trix by C(I ,I )←C(I ,I )11 whereI is the initial state; this
has the same effect on the transition probabilities and su
quent density of states calculation as if the range were
truncated. As in the usual implementation of these metho
we calculate the dimensionless entropy,S5 ln V, rather than
the density of states itself.

We perform six independent runs for each simulat
and measure the standard deviation of corresponding ent
Downloaded 19 Jul 2004 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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bins among them; the statistical error is then measured as
average of this standard deviation over all the bins.~This
approach fails to capture systematic errors; therefore, be
we also discuss agreement with results from traditional M
simulations.! For comparison, we also performed the T
method for the 32332 Ising system, employing single-spi
flips and tabulating transition probabilities for all 1023 e
ergy levels. The estimate of statistical accuracy for the Is
system is the fractional error, 12uSrun/Sexactu, averaged over
each energy level and three independent runs; the exac
sults are from the method of Ref. 26.

The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 1. One
see that statistical errors in the WL method rapidly decre
to a limiting value, beyond which additional MC steps do n
improve the calculations, as also shown in Ref. 11. This
primarily due to the fact that changes in the modificati
factor eventually become too fast relative to its effect on
density of states. For the TM method, errors are signific
early on in the simulation due to the time needed to gene
initial transition probability estimates for each energy lev
Once this range has been covered, the density of state
systematically refined with much greater precision than
WL method. ~Our experience with the TM approach ind
cates that this initial lag time can grow significantly worse
the energy range broadens, eventually making the
method infeasible for large entropy gradients.! The WL–TM
algorithm successfully overcomes this drawback and
good convergence properties in both the initial and fi
stages of the simulation.

For the Lennard-Jones system, we have used a stan
reweighting procedure27 to generate predictions for the po
tential energy from the density of states output of t
WL–TM algorithm. In Fig. 2, we show these results alon
side data taken from standardNVT MC simulations.28 The
results from the WL–TM algorithm, which are taken only 1
million steps into the simulation, are in excellent agreem
with the results of the traditional method. In Fig. 3, we al
show the statistical error in the calculated heat capacity
T51.0, which is measured among results from six indep

FIG. 1. Error analysis of the dimensionless entropy,S5 ln V, as calculated
by the Wang–Landau~WL!, transition-matrix~TM!, and combination~WL–
TM! methods for the 110 particle Lennard-Jones~LJ! and 32332 Ising
systems. Details of each method are described in the text.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9410 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 18, 8 November 2003 Shell, Debenedetti, and Panagiotopoulos
dent runs. The heat capacity results of the WL–TM alg
rithm appear to have similar convergence behavior as
methods introduced by Yan and de Pablo,11,29 indicating that
for simple systems, it does not offer appreciable impro
ment over these previous approaches. However, the cu
method achieves this level of performance without ene
derivative information and while remaining readily exten
able to any macrostate parameter, including arbitrarily
fined ones~e.g., as in extended ensemble formulations!.

In Fig. 4 we demonstrate the effects of system size
energy discretization on the WL–TM algorithm. Results a
shown for the original system as well as for a 250 parti
system at the same density but with roughly the same en
discretization (;2e). Here, the statistical error in the dimen
sionless entropy is normalized by the number of partic
and therefore effectively measures a fractional error. Figu
shows that the convergence of the two system sizes is c
parable; the 250 particle case does not noticeably suffer f
methodological performance losses. This emerges from
banded nature of the transition matrix: each energy leve
effectively connected to only a few energy neighbors due

FIG. 2. Comparison of traditional methods~filled symbols! with calcula-
tions from density of states generated with the combination~WL–TM!
method and reweighted to the appropriate state conditions~lines!.

FIG. 3. Errors for each method in the calculated isochoric heat capa
plotted as a function of CPU time. For the TM method, results from
early portion of the simulation, during which the relevant energy levels h
not yet been visited, are omitted.
Downloaded 19 Jul 2004 to 128.112.35.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the small range of energy explored by single particle mov
which have been tuned for 50% acceptance. We also in
tigate the effects of energy discretization on the calculati
by increasing the number of energy bins while keeping
system size constant at 110 particles. Figure 4 reveals
fine-graining the energy range only weakly affects the sta
tical errors, despite the fact that the number of entries in
C matrix ~each for which an estimate must be generat!
grows as the square of the number of bins. Presumably
occurs due to the banded nature of the matrix and the su
quent error minimization procedure, which takes into a
count all transition state pairs in determining the density
states.

We have also investigated our approach on a more c
lenging system, liquid silica as described by the Van Bee
Kramer–Van Stanten~BKS! potential.30 This system is one
for which potential energy derivatives are expensive due
long-range interactions, which encourages methods emp
ing only energy evaluations. The BKS potential treats sil
as independent oxygen and silicon ions which interact p
wise through electrostatic and Buckingham-type repulsi
dispersive forces. Long-range Coulombic interactions
calculated with the Ewald method, using allk-vectors with
magnitude less than or equal to 532p/L and aL55.6.
Short-range interactions are truncated and shifted at 5.5
We perform the simulation for 100 oxygen and 50 silic
atoms at a density of 2200 kg/m3, and sample the energ
range25.5 to 25.2 MJ/mol, discretized into 200 bins. A
this density, the dynamics of the silica system are known
experience a dramatic slowdown as the temperature is
creased, which traditionally requires long molecular dyna
ics trajectories to equilibrate.31 We run the proposed
WL–TM algorithm for the small silica system for 53108

MC steps. For comparison, we conduct multiple NVE m
lecular dynamics~MD! simulations corresponding to 11 dif
ferent temperatures, using velocity-Verlet integration with
1 fs timestep and propagating for 23105 timesteps. Figure 2

y,

e

FIG. 4. Effects of system size and energy discretization on the WL–
method. All errors are measured for the dimensionless entropy,S, and are
normalized by the system size. The upper points, which have been scale
a factor of 100 for clarity, demonstrate the effects of increasing the ene
discretization for a fixed system size of 110 particles. The lower po
correspond to system sizes of 110 and 250 particles at fixed density
constant degree of discretization (;2e).
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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reveals good agreement between the results of the WL–
algorithm for silica and those generated from the MD sim
lations. This is merely a first step in demonstrating the u
fulness of WL-type methods for the glassy silica system, a
we leave a more detailed investigation for future work.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented a method for calcula
of the density of states of a system which combines the g
statistical accuracy of transition matrix estimators with t
rapid broad sampling of phase space generated by
Wang–Landau method. This implementation requires o
potential energy evaluations, and therefore, is general to
tice and continuum systems. For the same reason and fo
additional feature that the transition matrix preserves inf
mation from the complete simulation, the method is com
tationally efficient. Finally, from our test simulations, ou
implementation appears to have good convergence prope
and allows rapid calculation of the density of states as co
pared to the original Wang–Landau approach. The met
appears encouraging for studies of complex systems suc
dense, supercooled, or glassy liquids, for which gaining
curate results from reasonable simulation times has b
challenging.
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